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1. Introduction. In this paper we are concerned with relations between the characteristic classes and the curvature of a Riemann manifold X. Our main result (Theorem 4D) establishes a representation formula for the StiefelWhitney classes of X in terms of integrals of certain generalized Gauss and geodesic curvature forms on X.
(A) The Stiefel-Whitney classes wr(X) are cohomology classes of X of order 2 for 1 ^r <« = dim X. That these classes admit an integral representation formula is assured by the following existence theorem of AllendoerferEells [3] , which we state here for future reference.
A (Z, r)-pair (Z denoting the ring of integers) of forms (8, co) ore X consists of (1) a smooth (i.e., C°°) (r-l)-iorm co defined on X except perhaps for a smooth polyhedron e(co) of dimension ^w -r, (2) a smooth r-form 6 defined on X except for a subpolyhedron e(d) of e(co) of dimension j£re -r -1; we require that (3) du = 8 in X -e(co), and (4) for any smooth admissible integral chain c (i.e., such that | c\ (~\e(8) = 0, \ dc\ (Ae(co) = 0, where |a| denotes the support of the chain a), the residue relative to c (1) h(6,u)c = \ 6 -I co is an integer. We say that two (Z, r)-pairs (d, co) and (8', co') are equivalent if h(6, co) c = h(8', co') c whenever both members are defined. The equivalence classes of (Z, r)-pairs constitute a differential graded module &r(X, Z) with exterior differential defined by d(8, co) = (0, 8). The derived cohomology module !q*(X, Z) has anti-commutative algebra structure, and equation (1) determines a canonical isomorphism of !q*(X, Z) onto the singular cohomology algebra H*(X, Z) of X. The same theorem is valid with Z replaced by Z2 (the integers modulo 2), if we require that equivalent (Z, r)-pairs have the same residues mod 2.
(B) Now suppose that X is orientable and has a Riemann structure. For every r (1 ^r^re) we define the rth Gauss curvature form fl(r) and the rth geodesic curvature form <£<r) of X. These are smooth forms on the bundle S"-r(X) of orthonormal (re -r)-frames on X (we define §,°(X)=X); these forms are intrinsically associated with the Riemann structure of X. Furthermore, if V is an r-dimensional submanifold, then Q(r) and ^>(r_° determine the Gauss and geodesic curvature forms of V (relative to its induced Rie-mann structure).
Actually, "J?^-1' has opposite sign to the geodesic curvature form of Chern [4] ; our choice is dictated by the desire to fit equation (2) below into our general residue theory.
Take any smooth (n -r + l)-frame /r-i(x) = (x; ei ■ ■ • en-r+\) defined on X except perhaps for a smooth (n -r)-polyhedron e(/r_i). Let/r be a smooth extension of (x; *i • • • e"_r), defined on X except for a smooth (n -r -1)-subpolyhedron of e(Jr-i). We will show that (/*12(r),/*_1*<'-1>) is a \z, r)-pair on X, and (2) W"iX)-C= f/*fi« -f /r*_i*<^» for any integral r-chain admissible for the pair. Here and henceforth (2) is to be considered a congruence modulo 2 if r is even and <n. In case r = n equation (2) contains the Gauss-Bonnet Theorem for closed orientable Riemann manifolds (see Allendoerfer-Weil [l] and Chern [4] ), because of the relation wniX) -X = xiX), the Euler characteristic of X. It is known (Theorem of Thorn) that the Stiefel-Whitney classes are topological invariants of X; formula (2) relates them to invariants of its Riemann structure.
These integral formulas for wriX), in a different form and derived by different methods, have been discovered by Allendoerfer [2] , using forms on the in -r)-skeleton of a particular cellular subdivision of X (and expressed in polar coordinates defined in each cell of that skeleton). Our formulas (2) should be considered as reinterpreting Allendoerfer's, emphasizing the geometric role played by the forms fl(r) and $(r_1>.
Also, the referee has called attention to a paper of Chern, Integral formulas for the characteristic classes of sphere bundles, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. vol. 30 (1944) pp. 269-273. In that work a closed transgressive form (apparently different (for r <n) from our <£(>-D) js constructed on Sn-r+iCX") for r odd, and its relation to the rth Stiefel-Whitney class of X is studied by integration over bounded (r -l)-submanifolds of X. Formula (2) can be derived in two distinct ways: (1) by considering X as an abstract manifold and studying the intrinsic geometry of its frame bundles, and (2) by imbedding X in Euclidean space (of sufficiently high dimension) and considering the geometry of X induced from the classifying space-the Grassmann manifold G"+m," of oriented «-planes in Euclidean (n+m)-space.
Considering that second point of view we obtain (Theorem 3C) a set of partially invariant (Z, r)-pairs of forms on Gn+m,n forming a base for H*(Gn+m.n, Z2). I hope to present elsewhere a detailed study of invariant (Z, r)-pairs of forms on other homogeneous spaces, having orbital singularities.
Added in proof. It has been brought to my attention that the formula (2) For each r (1 grrgre) let F^+OT|" denote the pairs (X, /), where X is an oriented re-plane through the origin 0 in En+m and/ is an (re -r)-frame at 0 in X; we agree that F£+mi" is the Grassmann manifold G"+m," of oriented replanes through the origin in En+m. Each Vn+mi" is expressible as the factor space Rn+m/RrX.Rm, and F^+m,n is naturally identified with the Stiefel manifold F"+m,n of re-frames at 0 in En+m. The coset maps define a sequence of i?"-bundles ' n+m,n = V n+m,n * " ' ' * V n+m,n * * " " * V n+m,n z= CrB^.m,n'
Each composition map F^+m,"->G"+m," is an associated Rn-bundle of the principal bundle Fn+OT,n-»G"+m,", with fibre Vn,n-r = Rn/Rr. (B) Maurer-Cartan forms for Rn+m can be taken as the entries u( 1 =i, j^n+m) in the skew-symmetric matrix w = u_1du for any uERn+m, using the base in E"+m. Let L*(Rn+m, RrX.Rm) denote the (real) linear space of left-invariant 1-forms on Rn+m which are zero on the Lie algebra L(RrXRm); we observe that for any r (1 Sr^re) the space L*(Rn+m, RrXRm) is spanned by the co,-/ such that (1 ^i^n, r + 1 ^j^n+m).
We will say that a left invariant form a (of any degree) on Rn+m is Vrn+m,n-basic (l^r^re) if there is a form /? on F^+mt" such that it*(3 = a, where x is the coset map Rn+m->Vr"+mi"; it* is a monomorphism because the fibering is locally trivial. f3 is then invariant under the action of Rn+m on F^+m,". It is well known that the following is a pair of necessary and sufficient conditions that a be V^+mj"-basic: (1) a is in the exterior subalgebra generated by L*(Rn+m, RrXRm), and (2) We will see in §4 that the fly' determine the curvature matrix for every r-dimensional submanifold of a Riemann w-dimensional submanifold of En+m. It is well known (and easily seen) that the forms co.y (1 ^i, j^n) are Fn+m,n-basic and are the forms of an affine connection for the principal i?"-bundle F"+m,«-»G"+m,"; its curvature matrix has the entires (3) with r = n. Furthermore, £2(B) is Gn+m,"-basic and is the universal Gauss-Bonnet form; see Chern [6] .
Consider now the corresponding situation for the associated bundles.
Lemma. fl(r) is V^+nti"-basic; thus it can be considered as an Rn+m-invariant form on V^+m,n.
Proof. Clearly Q(r) is in the subalgebra generated by L*(Rn+m, RrXRm).
Applying (1) and (2) (D) A key step in Chern's proof [4] of the Gauss-Bonnet Theorem shows that the curvature form fi of an orientable Riemann manifold X is derived in the tangent sphere bundle 7r: S(X)->X; i.e., there is an (r-l)-torm (the geodesic curvature form) <£ on S(Ar) such that ir*Q = d$. (As remarked in our Introduction, Chern actually uses -<i>.) Furthermore, the restriction of <£> to a fibre 5"_i of S(X) determines (in the sense of de Rham's Theorem) a gen-erator for H^^Sn-i, Z). These properties are sometimes expressed by saying that (ft, «i>) is a transgressive pair of forms in the sphere bundle of X. Chern's method also gives a universally transgressive pair (ft(n>, $fn_1)) in the sphere bundle FJ+'iB->Gn+m,". We now show that a similar result (with the same type of construction) holds for every r (2 ^r^re). If [r/2] denotes the largest integer kr/2, then for all k (Og&g [r/2]-l) we define the exterior polynomials on Rn+m
Set Vi'V = *$$ = 0, and observe that $£:$ is defined if r is odd. (Superscripts do not necessarily denote degrees!)
Lemma. If 2£rg,n and Og/eg [r/2]-l, then the forms $£r_1) and ^JT1'
are V^+^-basic and satisfy
The proof that the forms are basic is just like that of Lemma 2C. The proof of (5)-computed in Vn+m,n-follows Chern's proof [4] (see also Flanders [7 ] for a detailed exposition using vector valued forms) for the case r = re. Then $('~1> is an i?"+»i-invariant form on Fn+i,tn, which we call the (r -1, «)-universal geodesic curvature form; by combining (5) and (7) we obtain (8) rf$<r-1' = fi<r).
In particular, $(r_1) is closed if r is odd.
The bundle K+JL.n-* K+m,i» nas typical fibre 5r_i=i?r/i?r_i. The restriction of $(r_1) to ST-i isao^o'1'. which determines a generator of H'~1(Sr-i, Z). We summarize these results in the and let wr denote the corresponding cochain. It follows from general boundary-coboundary formulas for Schubert varieties that
In particular, 70r is a cocycle if r is odd or r -n, and W is a cocycle mod 2 if r is even.
The Rn-universal Stiefel-Whitney classes are the cohomology classes Let xr_1 denote a generator of H'-1(Vn,n-r+i, Z) if r is odd or r = n, and of Hr-1(V",n-r+i, Z2) if r is even and r <n. Since V",n-T+i is (r -2)-connected it follows that xr_1 is transgressive in the bundle Vn+]n,"-*Gn+m,n.
Using the technique in (C) below Pontrjagin has shown that the unique transgressive image of xr_1 is the rth universal Stief el-Whitney class. Then (co, (p) is a (Z, r)-pair (2^r^re) ore Gn+m," whose singularities are the supports ofdS)wr and to' respectively. For any integral r-chain aT of K we have (3) wT-ar = I co -I (p.
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In particular, the residues of (co, <b) are independent of the choice of admissible pair of sections used to define them. (4) and (7) of §2 to the parts of the associated bundles V%+mi" over the integration domains of (4) The cohomology class with Z (resp. Z2) coefficients if r is odd or r = n (resp., r is even and <n) of the pair (co, cp) corresponds to the rth universal Stief el-Whitney class. The dual (r, m)-universal Gauss and geodesic curvature forms ft(r) and <£(r> are defined by (4) and (7) of §2, using fty and co,r (and summations from 1 to m). As in Proposition 2D we find that ft(r) and $(r_1) are a transgressive pair in the (r -1)-sphere bundle Vrn+\m-^> Fn+m-m.
Relative to a given subdivision K of Gn+m,n we define the chain wr = (0 ■ , and fix an orientation of X. Let 2": Ar-^G"+m.n be the tangent map, defined by letting T(x) be that oriented re-plane in Gn+m,n which is parallel to the tangent space X(x) and has the same orientation. If T* denotes the induced homomorphism of cohomology rings, there the tangent Stief el-Whitney classes wr(X) of X are defined as T*(W) for lgr^re.
Remark. It is known that w1(X)=0 ii and only if X is orientable. By using forms with twisted coefficients we can prove an analogue of Theorem 4D below, deleting the hypothesis that X is orientable, and obtain an integral representation of wx(X). That formula expresses the elementary fact that X is orientable if and only if the bundle %n(X) is disconnected.
Henceforth we assume that 2 ^ r ^ w. The classes 70r(X) can be (in fact, were first) defined without reference to imbedding, in terms of transgression in the bundle §,n-r+i(X) of (n -r + 1)-frames on X; i.e., as the primary obstruction to constructing a smooth section of S"_r+i(X) over X. The equivalence of these definitions is proved by using partial sections as in §3C in the commutative diagram Remark. The Riemann structure on X induced from En+m coincides with that induced by To from the invariant connection ( §2C) on F"+m," using Maurer-Cartan forms. It follows easily that the forms (5) are in effect constructed by substituting 0,-,-and 8tf = 0,-y + 22 Oik V dkj (1 £ *, j £ n) k-r+l in the expressions (7) and (4) of §2. In particular, the forms in (5) are intrinsically defined using the Riemann structure of X. Furthermore, if V is an r-dimensional submanifold of X, then (replacing n by r and n+m by n in (2)) we see that the forms in (5) induce the usual Gauss and geodesic curvature forms on V, using the construction in (A).
From the diagram (4) and Proposition 2D we obtain the Proposition. // X is an abstract smooth orientable Riemann manifold, then (W-r)(X), 3>(r~1,(X)) is a transgressive pair in the (r-l)-sphere bundle Sn-r+i (X) -»S"_r(Ar).
(D) As in §3C we make the
Definition. An admissible r-pair of frames on X are smooth sections fp: X -e(fP) -> S"_p(A) for p = r -1, r such that x o/r_i =/r in their common domain (x is the bundle map S"_r+i(A) -> §n-r(X)), where e(fp) is a smooth polyhedron of dimension ^n -p -1. It has been shown by Stiefel [9, §4] that admissible r-pairs always exist such that e(fp) are the supports of the characteristic cycles of X defined by fp. By an elementary computation of residues analogous to that made in Theorem 3C we have our main result.
Theorem. Let X be a smooth orientable Riemann n-manifold and let ft(r)(X), $>M(X) be the rth Gauss and geodesic curvature forms of X. Then for any admissible r-pair of frames on X, (/*ft(r)(A),/*_i$>(r_I)(A')) is a (Z, r)-pair on X whose cohomology class is the rth Stiefel-Whitney class of X (2^r^«); i.e., for every smooth integral r-chain c such that \ c\ C\e(fT) = 0, | dc\ r\e(fr-i) -0, we have Equation (6) is considered a congruence modulo 2 if r is even and <re. Remark. Suppose again that X is imbedded in En+m; we ask whether we can use the diagram (4) and Theorem 3C to construct a pair (T*w, T*<p) to be used in (6). For an arbitrary position of X in En+m we see that the singularities of such a pair may not have the right dimensions to satisfy the requirements for a (Z, r)-pair. However, if we imbed X so that T is one-one, then it is easy to see that we can construct partial sections gv: A->S"_P(X) so that (1) Tp o gp=fp o T for p = r -l, r, and (2) gr = x o gr_lt where the fp are an admissible pair of sections as in §3C. Then g*ft(r)(A) = T*co and gtl&'-1KX) = T*(P. (E) Returning to the situation in (A), we can define the normal StiefelWhitney classes wr(X, Y) (1 gr^rez) of A" in F (e •"., as the primary obstructions to constructing smooth sections of appropriate bundles of normal frames to A in F). By paralleling the development of §3D we obtain the dual of Theorem 4D, representing wr(X, Y) in terms of normal curvature forms ft(r)(A, F) and <J>{r""1)(A', F). In case m = n = r and X is compact we obtain Chern's formula [4, p. 683 ] for Whitney's invariant of X in F. If we prescribe a normal frame / on X then the same construction gives an integral representation for the relative Stiefel-Whitney classes wr(X, Y, f) in terms of curvature forms. These formulas generalize the form of the GaussBonnet Theorem for manifolds F with boundary X (where / is the inwardly drawn normal vector field); see Allendoerfer-Weil [l]. Problem.
In § §2, 3 we have constructed certain partially invariant exterior polynomials in Maurer-Cartan forms of the rotation group, which determine a base for the cohomology ring (mod 2) of a classifying space for R"; furthermore, these polynomials could be interpreted as forms in a sequence of bundles associated with the i?"-universal bundle. Can we define a product of these polynomial pairs (presumably in a Whitney sum of associated bundles) and thereby construct an analogue (with mod 2 coefficients) of the theory (with real coefficients) of invariant polynomials of Chern-Weil (see Chern [5, Chapter 3] )?
